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FRY’S SPRING BEACH CLUB  
SWIM TEAM 

 
The FSBC Dolphins welcome all new and returning swimmers to the 2019 season, our 52nd               
in the Jefferson Swim League (JSL). The purpose of the swim team is to provide each child                 
with the opportunity to improve swimming skills, to experience the positive aspects of team              
spirit, to learn good sportsmanship from coaches and other team members, to increase             
self-esteem through athletic endeavors, and to have fun “in and out of the water”. The cost                
to join the swim team is $115 per swimmer. You can pay online or by check. Checks should                  
be made payable to Fry’s Spring Beach Club.  

Please note that in order to participate in the swim team, swimmers must be FSBC               
members in good standing.  

For more information, visit our website:   http://www.frysspring.org/swim-team/  

For parents, please sign up to volunteer:  http://www.frysspring.org/volunteers/  
 

 
Practice Times 

 
EARLY SEASON AFTERNOON PRACTICES (Tuesday, May 28 - Friday, June 7): 

9-12 year olds: 4:15-5:00 PM  

8 & under: 5:00-5:45 PM 

13 & over: 5:45-6:30 PM 

MORNING PRACTICES (Monday, June 10 - Thursday, July 25): 

13 & over: 8:30-10:00 AM 

9-12 year olds: 10:00-11:00 AM 

8 & under:  11:00-11:45 AM 

REGULAR AFTERNOON PRACTICES (Monday, June 10 - Thursday, July 25): 

Clinics*: 4:30-5:00 PM OR 5:00-5:30 PM  
8 & younger: 5:30-6:15 PM 
 *Clinics are open to swimmers 9 years and older 
 

 



 

Notes about Practices:  

● FSBC swim team welcomes swimmers of all ability levels, including children who can not yet swim on                 
their own.  

● Our beginner swimmers practice in the shallow end of the middle pool (2 feet) and focuses on building                  
confidence in the water, developing comfort with putting their faces/heads in the water, and teaching               
basic swim team skills (streamline, kicking, arm strokes, etc.).  

● Our next two beginner groups practice by the stairs in the middle pool (3-4 feet) and the big pool (4-5                    
feet). Swimmers in these groups practice basic swimming skills and strokes (emphasis on freestyle and               
backstroke) with coaches in the water; they build confidence and endurance so they will be able to move                  
into the lanes.  

● Young swimmers who are able to safely swim on their own in water over their heads practice in the first                    
lane in the deep end. These swimmers do more distance during practice and quickly build endurance, but                 
the focus for this group is still on basic stroke development and swim team skills (streamline, diving,                 
kicking, etc.). 

● Afternoon practices and clinics are Mondays through Fridays EXCEPT for swim meet days (June 12, 19,                
26, and July 3, 10, 17) and Monday, June 10 (Intra-squad meet).  

● Clinics will be offered during afternoon practice beginning June 11th. They are designed to offer clear,                
focused, specific feedback, and an opportunity to work on a singular stroke or skill. Clinics will follow a                  
stroke development sequence plan developed by our coaching staff. The clinic schedule will be              
announced early in the season by email and will be available on the swim team whiteboard on the pool                   
deck. Clinics are open for swimmers 9 years and older. If a younger swimmer would like to attend a clinic,                    
please check with a coach ahead of time.  

● If your child arrives more than 5 minutes late to clinic, they will be asked to wait until the next clinic or                      
come back the next day. Please arrive on time to make the most of the clinic! 

● 9 & Older swimmers who practice in the afternoon are welcome to attend the first clinic and then do a                    
30-minute practice set. A coach will provide and monitor the practice set. 

● 8:30 AM practice is ONLY for swimmers 13 years of age and older (including rising 8th graders who are                   
not yet 13). Adult lap swimmers may swim laps during this time, provided they have signed a liability                  
waiver. Unattended children who are not attending 8:30 practice may not be on the FSBC grounds until                 
the pool opens at 10 AM. Families of 13 & over swimmers (adults and their children) may use the                   
grounds between 8:30 and 10:00 but the deck and pool are closed (only open to coaches, 13 & over                   
swimmers, and adult lap swimmers). 

● Practices are held during mild rain. In case of thunder or severe rain, practice may be postponed or                  
cancelled. Generally, you should assume practice is on and parents should determine if they want to                
send their child to practice. In case of thunder or severe rain during practice, the coaches will ensure all                   
younger children are safe and cared for until a parent arrives to pick them up or other arrangements are                   
made.  

 



FSBC Coaching Staff 
 
The FSBC Coaching Staff seeks to offer quality swimming instruction that challenges each             
swimmer to make individual growth while at the same time creating an inclusive and fun               
atmosphere that encourages every team member to develop friendships, leadership, and a            
love for the sport. 

The coaching staff is comprised of a Head Coach, Senior Coaches and Junior Coaches. 

The Head Coach will supervise the coaching staff and work directly with swimmers. The              
Head Coach will create practice and stroke progression plans for the season and work with               
the coaching staff to implement those plans. In addition, they will conduct coach training              
before and throughout the season with the goal of providing coaches with ongoing feedback              
and ensure swimmers are receiving quality instruction. The Head Coach will attend all             
meets including the intra-squad meet as well as a majority of the social events throughout               
the season. 

The Senior Coaches are experienced coaches who will implement the practice plans and             
work directly with the swimmers during the season. They will attend all meets and select               
social events including the age-group events for the swimmers with whom they work most              
closely. 
 
The Junior Coaches are coaches who will implement the practice plans and work directly              
with the younger swimmers, especially those not yet swimming in the lanes. Many of the               
junior coaches are swimmers themselves so will participate in the meets. They will attend              
select social events throughout the season including the age-group events for the swimmers             
with whom they work most closely. There will be a junior coach who will oversee each of the                  
beginner groups: (1) Shallow end of the middle pool; (2) Deep end of the middle pool; (3)                 
Shallow end of the big pool. 
 
All coaches are trained and certified in pool safety. There will be an additional lifeguard on                
duty by the middle pool during all 8 & under practice times. 
 
 
  

 



Our 2019 FSBC Coaches! 
 
Bethany Crawley, Head Coach: Bethany Crawley grew up in Mississippi where she swam on summer               
league, year-round, and high school swim teams. She helped coach her summer league team during middle                
school and high school. She coached The Covenant School swim team for four seasons during undergrad and                 
grad school at UVA. She graduated with a master's degree and now teaches 4th grade at Johnson                 
Elementary. This is her second year coaching for FSBC. You can reach her at bethanybcrawley@gmail.com. 
 
Clara Bullard, Senior Coach: Clara Bullard is an ESL teacher at Greenbrier Elementary School. She has                
been swimming and coaching at FSBC most of her life! Clara is excited to be spending her summer with the                    
dolphins again. You can reach her at cmb7ba@virginia.edu. 
 
JT Cramer, Senior Coach: John Thomas Cramer grew up in Charlottesville, Virginia and has been a part of                  
Fry’s Spring Beach Club for over 11 years. He began swimming year-round his Sophomore year of high school                  
until high school graduation in 2018. He has helped coach FSBC since he was 14 and is ready for another                    
exciting summer of coaching. You can reach him at johnthomascramer@outlook.com. 
 
Megan Grant, Senior Coach: Megan is a Reading Specialist at St. Anne's-Belfield School where she also                
coaches Varsity Swimming and Girls on the Run. She began her coaching career at age 14 as a junior                   
assistant coach for her summer swim team. Before moving to Charlottesville, Megan coached for Potomac               
Woods Swim Team, Rockville-Montgomery Swim Club, and Montgomery Stroke and Turn Clinic in Maryland.              
She coached at ACAC for the past two summers and is very excited to coach at Fry's Spring this summer! You                     
can reach her at megrant17@gmail.com. 
 
Mackenzie Lawson, Senior Coach: Mackenzie has been a member of FSBC for 12 years and a coach for                  
four. She was a member of her high school swim team and CYAC and will be a rising junior at Saint Francis                      
University where she continues her swimming career. She is very excited to return for her second year as                  
strictly a coach and looks forward to working with everybody! You can reach Mackenzie at               
mel120@francis.edu.  
 
Emilie McDonald, Senior Coach: Emilie graduated from high school last year and took this year off school to                  
travel. She will be back at Fry's Spring this summer as a coach! She has been swimming and coaching at                    
FSBC for the past 6 years, swam for CYAC her senior year of high school, and during her gap has been                     
swimming with the Master's team in Charlottesville. Emilie is really excited for yet another summer as a                 
dolphin! You can reach Emilie McDonald at emiliemacdonald1512@gmail.com. 
 
Hussein Osman, Senior Coach: Hussein Osman was a member of the FSBC swim team from 2008 until he                  
graduated in 2016. Hussein has coached the little dolphins since 2013. He graduated from CHS in 2016 and                  
currently studies and plays soccer at Lynchburg College. He looks forward to coaching the team this Summer.                 
You can reach Hussein at 434-242-7521. 
 
Lulu Wood, Senior Coach: Lulu is 19 years old and was on the swim team for 13 years. She has been a                      
junior coach since she was around 13 and is so excited to be able to coach the older kids for the first time this                        
summer! You can reach Lulu at  434-987-1693 and email at agw5vd@virginia.edu. 
 

 



 
 
 

Fry’s Spring Swim Team Committee 
 
The FSBC swim team is organized by Fry’s Spring Swim Team Committee that is comprised               
of parent volunteers. Among other things, the Swim Team Committee hires and oversees             
coaches for the team, organizes swim meets, and plans social events for swim team              
members. The FSBC swim team is funded by swimmer registration fees and by fundraising              
efforts. We welcome parent participation in the Swim Team Committee. Please let us know              
if you would like to join and/or take the lead on a social or fundraising event! 

The current Swim Team Committee includes the following members: 

● Beth Bullard, President . bullardmom7@gmail.com 960-5575 
● Jenny Ragsdale, Meet Director jjragsdale@arcanetech.com 531-2229 
● Beth Gehle, Secretary bethgehle@gmail.com 227-2512 
● Whitney Kestner, Treasurer wkestner@gmail.com 409-0125 
● Sarah Bedford sarahebedford@gmail.com 
● Sarah Dawson smvdawson@gmail.com 
● Melissa Henriksen sivaandmel@mac.com  
● Jenny Koster kosteradams@embarqmail.com 
● Brian Roy, JSL Rep brianhroy@gmail.com  
● Cathy Roy cathyjeanroy4@gmail.com 
● Tabitha Rude rudemomma@gmail.com  
● Amanda Sovik-Johnston a.sovik.johnston@gmail.com 
● Robin Wrightson fsbcdirector@frysspring.org 

 

In addition to the Swim Team Committee, we also have several parent volunteers who are               
members of the Meet Team Committee: 

● Jenny Ragsdale Meet Director 
● Sarah Bedford Head of Table 
● Bryan Hamil Head Referee 
● Beth Gehle Volunteer Coordinator 
● Sarah Dawson Volunteer Coordinator 
● Whitney Kestner Head Timer 
● Jenny Koster Head Runner 
● Bruce MacDonald Starter 
● Cathy Roy Merchandise Coordinator 
● Tabitha Rude Head Clerk 
● Jay Wildermann Starter 

 



Swim Team Behavior Expectations  
 
SAFETY must be everyone’s first concern. Swimmers must always enter the water feet first and               
diving is only allowed in the deep end. Swimmers can dive in the shallow end of the lap pool during                    
practices or warm-ups when a coach is directing racing starts. 

All swimmers are expected to show respect and courtesy to the coaches: this includes being quiet                
and listening carefully when instructions are being given. Swimmers should discuss individual            
concerns with coaches outside of group practice times. Please do not talk with the coaches on the                 
pool deck while they are working with another group. 

All swimmers are expected to use all equipment properly; do not throw kickboards or force them                
underwater. Do NOT hang, lean or pull on lane lines (except 6 & under swimmers); they are easily                  
broken and expensive to replace. 

Sportsmanship begins at home! Being a good teammate at practices means showing respect and              
caring for your fellow swimmers. This includes showing positive support and encouragement to             
everyone in your practice lane and your entire age group at practices. 

Proper behavior, consideration for others, and respect for the facilities and equipment are expected              
in the changing room and in all other areas of FSBC. Please turn off showers, dispose of all trash,                   
check for all personal belongings, and leave changing rooms, eating and playing areas in good               
condition. Cell phone use, especially for photographs and video, is expressly prohibited in FSBC              
locker rooms.  

Swimmers who are disruptive during practice and/or not abiding by the rules outlined above will be                
subject to suspension of team privileges. 

The Jefferson Swim League may post photos of swimmers on their social media outlets. If you would                 
prefer the JSL NOT share a photo of your child, you can opt out at the front desk. 

Swim Team Communications 
 
The Swim Team Committee will send communications via email to parents. The committee generally              
sends weekly emails notifying parents of important information about upcoming meets and            
encouraging people to volunteer. Beth Bullard sends regular emails about upcoming social            
activities. Each Sunday, the Swim Team Committee will send a newsletter that will include a note                
from the Head Coach about what to expect during the week ahead. Weekly newsletters will be sent                 
through Constant Contact using information provided by families when registering with the club and              
swim team. If you would like to add or delete an email address from this list, please contact Beth                   
Bullard (President) at bullardmom7@gmail.com. We will also use an app called “Remind” for text              
alerts; the group name is FSBC Dolhins and more information will be shared in a newsletter. 
 
Practices are held during mild rain. In case of thunder or severe rain, practice may be postponed or                  
cancelled. You will not be notified if practice is cancelled. If a social event needs to be postponed                  
due to weather, you will be notified of the change. Like practices, meets are held in the rain. In case                    
of thunder, the meet will be delayed until the thunder stops.  See more below.   

 



“Practice Team” versus “Meet Team”  
 
FSBC welcomes swimmers to the team in whatever capacity they choose to be involved.              
Swimmers will have the option to participate as part of the “practice team” or the “meet                
team”. Both teams will practice together using workouts tailored to individual needs and will              
enjoy the many social events scheduled for the season. 

Swimmers participate on the practice team if: 

● Not interested in or not ready to participate in JSL swim meets. 

● Unable to swim 25 meters unassisted. 

● Under 5 years old. This is a JSL requirement and swimmer age is determined by age                
as of June 1, 2019. 

Swimmers participate on the meet team if: 

● Plan to participate in at least one JSL swim meet. NOTE: in order to compete in the                 
JSL Championship meet, a swimmer must compete in TWO JSL meets or time trials. 

● Able to swim 25 meters unassisted. 

● At least 5 years old. This is a JSL requirement and swimmer age is determined by                
age as of June 1, 2019. 

Moving  from the practice team to the meet team: 

We hope that many of our practice team swimmers will gain confidence as the season               
progresses and choose to participate in JSL meets. A practice team swimmer can move to               
the meet team at any point in the season. To do so, please email Beth Bullard at                 
bullardmom7@gmail.com by Saturday if your swimmer would like to participate in the            
upcoming Wednesday meet. Your swimmer will then be registered with the JSL in order to               
be entered officially into the meet.  

If YOU are watching your little swimmer and notice a lot of improvement, please be               
sure to ask Beth or a coach to move him or her “up” to the group in the lanes.                   
Swimmers need to be swimming in one of the groups in the deep pool lanes before                
being entered into a JSL meet.  

 
  

 



Swim Meets  
 
Notes to Meet Team Swimmers and Parents: 

The Meet Director and coaching staff assume that meet team swimmers will swim in each               
week’s meet. Coaches will officially enter meet team swimmers into every meet unless told              
not to do so. It is the parent/swimmer’s responsibility to communicate if you will be               
out of town or cannot attend a meet in any given week.  

There are three ways to notify the coaches that your swimmer will miss a meet: 
● Write your child’s name in the Swim Team notebook at the check-in table when you               

first enter the pool. 
● Email Beth Bullard at bullardmom7@gmail.com. Your email to Beth should include           

the swimmer’s name and the date of the meet that you will miss. Coaches need this                
information by no later than the Saturday before the Wednesday meet. 

● Submit the google form (https://tinyurl.com/fsbcmeets2019) no later than the         
Saturday before the Wednesday meet. 

FSBC swim team competes in the Jefferson Swim League (JSL). This summer the FSBC              
team will compete in six dual meets (two teams competing). Four of these meets will be at                 
“home” and two will be “away.” The final competitive event of the summer is the JSL                
Championship Meet (known as “Champs”) where all 18 teams in the league compete over              
two days. Swimmers must have competed in at least two dual meets to participate in the                
Champs.  

Please note that the JSL website (www.jsl.org) is an excellent resource to learn more about               
the league and its history. The website provides a welcome guide for parents and              
swimmers. It is a helpful reference for participating in the league and understanding the              
logistics of JSL swim meets including information on the teams in the league, meet              
schedules and results, swim strokes, order of events, meet volunteer jobs, and event             
scoring. 

FSBC dual meets for 2019 are scheduled on Wednesday evenings, June 12, June 19, June               
26, July 3, July 10 and July 17. The JSL Champs is scheduled for July 26 and July 27 and                    
will be held at the University of Virginia Aquatic & Fitness Center . Swimmers either               
compete on the 26th or the 27th, not both days. Please check the JSL website for the                 
Champs schedule of events in July. All swim meet dates are also listed on the calendar at                 
the end of the handbook. 

Dual swim meets begin at 6:00 PM. and end around 10:00 PM (end time depends on the                 
number of swimmers). For home meets, swimmers should be at the pool by 4:30 PM and                
ready for warm-ups by 4:45 PM. For away meets, plan to arrive at the other team’s pool by                  
5:00 PM. Warm-ups during away meets begin at 5:15 PM. These times are subject to               
change so stay informed.  

 



Like practices, meets are held in the rain. In case of thunder, the meet will be delayed until                  
the thunder stops. Often the meet continues later that night, even if it thunders early in the                 
evening. In the event of inclement weather, swimmers should report to the meet on time               
and stay at the meet unless otherwise notified. The Meet Directors of both teams will decide                
when to discontinue a meet due to weather; swimmers and parents are asked to stay at the                 
meet until a decision has been reached. If a meet has to be postponed, it will usually be                  
rescheduled for the next evening at the same pool.  

Team Suits and Accessories 
 
FSBC Dolphin colors are black and red. Team suits are available at Freestyle. A              
representative from Freestyle will be coming to sell team suits at FSBC on Sunday April 29                
from 2:30-3:30 PM as well as during select afternoon practice times during the first week of                
practice. We suggest shopping as early as possible to ensure suit availability in your child's               
size. Team suits are not required, but most swimmers enjoy wearing one. We choose new               
FSBC team suits every two years. This is the first year for our suit. The swim team sells                  
goggles, FSBC swim caps, FSBC t-shirts and pinnies, FSBC hooded sweatshirts, FSBC car             
magnets, large backpacks and string shoulder packs embroidered with FSBC. These items            
can be purchased at the pool during the day and at all swim meets. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  

 



Swim Meet Volunteers 
http://www.frysspring.org/volunteers/ 

 
As a parent of a swimmer, you have the opportunity to be involved with your child in her                  
sport in a variety of ways. One way that you can contribute to your child’s success is by                  
volunteering your time and energy at our swim meets on Wednesday nights. The swim              
meets are entirely run by volunteers and it takes an estimated 100 people to ensure things                
go smoothly. Every family with a child on the “meet team” is expected to have one                
adult volunteer during at least one-half of each meet in which the child participates. 

Prior to each meet you will have the opportunity to schedule your volunteer shift using               
Sign-Up Genius. (All signups are here: https://www.frysspring.org/volunteers) You may also          
be contacted by a volunteer coordinator who ensures that all positions are filled so that our                
meets run smoothly and the work is shared by all.  

The following gives a brief description of the volunteer jobs at each swim meet and the                
name of the Coordinator for each area: 

Stroke and Turn Judge: Ensures fair and equitable competition by applying the rule of the               
sport.  A job that keeps you in the middle of the action!  

Sweep Judge: Determines the order of finish for each event. A job that gives you a front                 
row seat for the finish!  

Clerk of Course: Receives swimmers in the bench area, hands them their cards and sends               
them to their lane for the start.  A great way to get to know our swimmers!  

Runner: Gathers cards from the swimmers at the start, takes them to the timers and then                
delivers them to the scoring table.  A fun way to be active during the meet!  

Scoring Table: Sorts and records meet results, scores events and prepares ribbons. A job              
that gives you a seat AND keeps you out of the sun!  

Timer:  Uses a stopwatch to time swimmers.  A great job for watching the races!  

Refreshments: Serves water and lemonade to Swim Meet Officials and other volunteers.            
A job that keeps you on deck and interacting with others!  

Concessions: Sells heat sheets, snack food, and swim team t-shirts and sweatshirts to             
raise money for our swim team.  A job that allows you to keep your little ones nearby!  

Traffic Control: At home meets, greets our members and guests and directs them to              
appropriate parking places.  A job that is finished before the meet begins!  

We appreciate our volunteers! 
 

 



Social Events 
 
Since “Good Times In and Out of the Water” is our team motto, we pack our season with                  
social events to promote team spirit and build friendships among swimmers and their             
families. Some events include the entire team, while others are planned for a particular age               
group so that swimmers can bond with each other and with their coaches. We ask that                
ONLY swimmers in the particular age group attend these events. 

Volunteering your time and energy at one of our many social events is a lot of fun and a                   
great way to connect with others. Every swim team family is expected to volunteer for               
at least two social events. Social event jobs range from picking up supplies to setting up                
and cleaning up after events or serving food. You will have the opportunity to use Sign-Up                
Genius to volunteer to help with events. You may also be contacted by one of our Social                 
Coordinators who will be working to promote participation. 

● Beth Bullard bullardmom7@gmail.com 434-960-5575 

Social events may be postponed due to rain. Events marked with an asterisk (*) on the                
calendar have rain dates noted.  Those without an asterisk (*) will be held Rain or Shine. 

All Team Events 
 
Ice Cream Social: Come enjoy spending time with your team and meeting new families and               
swimmers. FSBC will provide ice cream. Please bring a topping or whipped cream to share. 

Pep Rallies: Meet on the patio at 5:00 to join in the cheers and then make a fun craft to                    
show your team spirit. Activities may include making necklaces, decorating banners and            
making goody bags for fellow swimmers. 

Pancake Breakfasts: Join your teammates for pancakes on the patio either before or after              
your morning practice.  

Swim Team Fun Day: This event is one of the highlights of the summer and will be held on                   
Friday June 21st! Join us for donut-eating contests, a water balloon toss, relays, a giant               
whirlpool in the middle pool, raft races in the big pool and greased watermelon water polo                
for the Seniors.  Bring a raft! 

Lip-Sync and Potluck: Join your teammates and their families for the world renowned             
Talent Show/Lip-Sync in the Ballroom. Even if you don’t want to get up on stage, you will                 
have fun watching your coaches perform!  

Family Races and Money Dive: This event starts with a Mini-Meet for our 6 & under                
swimmers and is followed by relays for the whole family. Please bring coins to toss into the                 
pool for the money dive.  Don’t forget a sock to collect your coins! 

 



Pasta Potluck: This potluck is all about “carb loading” for the Championship Meet. We’ll              
do cheers too! All swimmers are welcome, whether or not you are participating in Champs.               
Please bring a pasta dish AND a side dish, salad or dessert to share. 

End-of-Season Banquet: ALL FSBC swimmers (meet team and practice team) and their            
families are encouraged to attend. Trophies will be given to all swim team participants.              
There will also be awards for outstanding performance, improvement and sportsmanship.           
There is a fee for the Banquet ($15 per family or $5/person). Swim team provides pizza,                
cake, and music. Please bring a side dish, salad or dessert to share. The Banquet will be                 
held at FSBC at 5:00 pm on Sunday, July 28th. 

 
 

Age Group Events 
 
6 & Under Cookies & Crafts: Show your team spirit! Join your coaches at 6:00 on the                 
patio to decorate a cookie and your own FSBC visor.  $3 per swimmer. 

7-8s Scavenger Hunt and Bonfire: Meet your coaches at 6:00 for a hot dog dinner,               
followed by a scavenger hunt around FSBC grounds and a bonfire.  $3 per swimmer. 

9-10s Bowling Outing: Swimmers meet up with coaches on the patio at 6:30 (eat dinner               
first) or meet your coaches and teammates at Kegler’s Lanes at 7:00. The coaches will               
drive and supervise the swimmers.  Parents pick up at Kegler’s at 8:30.  There is a fee. 

11-12s Junior Cookout: Cookout on the patio at 7:00, followed by an evening of fun and                
games in and out of the water. 

Events for 13 & Older (Rising 8 th Graders and Up): 
 
Tubing at the James River: Meet at FSBC on Saturday morning at 8:30 AM and return to                 
FSBC by about 3:00 PM. Parents are welcome to participate. Please register with Beth by               
June 12.  There is a fee. 

Senior Cookout and Senior Dive-in Movie: Cookout on the patio at 7:00, followed by an               
evening watching a fun and scary movie. Bring a raft for the pool! 

 

 



Swim-Along Friday, July 12: Annual Fundraiser Event 
 
The FSBC Swim-along is our biggest fundraiser of the year, and the money raised helps               
cover swim team expenses like coach salaries and equipment purchases like pace clocks,             
white boards, lane lines, kick boards, etc. We encourage every FSBC swimmer (even the              
little ones) to participate. Swimmers gather monetary pledges from relatives and friends for             
swimming great distances. Each swimmer is encouraged to raise at least $30. If you will be                
out of town for the Swim-along, please consider sponsoring another swim team friend or one               
of our scholarship swimmers so that they can participate!  

Small prizes, donuts, and bagels are provided to all participants who bring pledges or              
donations. Younger swimmers can swim with their coaches, use kickboards or participate in             
the shallow pool. This is really fun and our swimmers have a great time and swim more laps                  
than we can believe. The Swim-along takes place during all practices on Friday, July 12th.               
Swimmers may come to any and all practice times.   Rain date is Monday, July 15th. 

 
Scholarship Program 

 
FSBC currently offers a scholarship program for low-income, school-aged children and their            
families. The program provides the opportunity for these children to learn basic swimming             
skills through daily practices and individualized attention. The goal of the program is for              
participants not only be able to swim 25 yards on front and back, but to also develop the                  
strength and coordination to learn legal swim strokes, to swim farther distances, and to              
participate in JSL swim meets. Without our scholarship program, these children would            
otherwise be unable to enjoy such opportunities.  

The program is funded by the generosity of our FSBC member families who sponsor              
scholarship swimmers. There are many ways to support the program. For example, swim             
team families can pay registration fees for scholarship swimmers, purchase team swim            
suits, goggles, and swim caps, provide transportation to and from the pool, encourage             
participation in social events, etc. Contact Beth Bullard at bullardmom7@gmail.com or           
Robin Wrightson at fsbcdirector@frysspring.org to learn more about the program or to            
sponsor a swimmer.  

 
   

 


